Differential intracellular signalling properties of the growth hormone receptor induced by the activation of an anti-GHR antibody.
A series of studies have reported that anti-GHR antibody can function as a GHR agonist and may serve as an attractive tool for studying the mechanisms of GHR activation. However, to date, there is relatively little information about intracellular signalling triggered by anti-GHR antibody. Therefore, in this work, we have developed a panel of monoclonal antibodies to GHBP, among which one Mab, termed CG-172, was selected for further characterisation because of its signalling properties. The results from FACS assays, receptor binding and immunoprecipitation assays and western blotting demonstrated that CG-172 specifically binds to GHR expressed on target cells. Subsequently, epitope mapping studies that used receptor binding analysis showed that CG-172 specifically binds subdomain 1 of GHR ECD. We next examined the resulting signal transduction pathways triggered by this antibody in CHO-GHR638 cells and rat hepatocytes. We found that CG-172 can activate JAK2, AKT, ERK1/2 and STAT1/3 but not STAT5. The phosphorylation kinetics of STAT1/3, AKT and ERK1/2 induced by either GH or CG-172 were analysed in dose-response and time course experiments. Our observations demonstrated that an anti-GHR monoclonal antibody (CG-172) can serve as an attractive tool to study the mechanism(s) of GHR-mediated intracellular signalling pathways and may lead to the production of signal-specific molecules that are capable of inducing different biochemical responses.